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“Dowding’s Few”

An Essay on the Battle of Britain — by Peter Denny

In 1939 the most wide spread and costly
war ever to rage across this planet began.
Less than nine months later, Nazi Germany
was on the brink of victory. World War II
was nearly over. Well trained and fully
equipped and highly motivated, the German
military machine rolled over mainland
Europe. Poland, Denmark, Norway, the low
counties and France all fell. The world was
frightened. In the early summer of 1940, on
the far shores of the English Channel, Germany paused. Across the water laid Britain.
Mauled by the fighting in Europe, humiliated
by the retreat of Dunkirk, Britain was now ill
equipped to fight off an invasion by Germany. As the free world survival was no
longer a matter of
(Continued on page 4)

Above: Supermarine Spitfires
During the Battle of Britain the Spitfire was perceived by the public as the RAF
fighter, though the more numerous Hawker Hurricane shouldered a greater proportion of the burden against the Luftwaffe. The Spitfire units had a lower attrition rate and a higher victory-to-loss ratio than those flying Hurricanes.
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Below Right: Air Chief Marshall Hugh Dowding:
Developed the "Dowding System" which integrated
several air defense components into one apparatus. This saw the uniting of radar, ground
observers, raid plotting,
and radio control of
aircraft. These disparate
components were tied
together through a protected telephone network.
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“Say Intentions”
-an update from Kim V. (Gudgeon Pin)
Johnson, EAA Chapter 25 President

At

this month’s Chapter meeting, Dr.
Elizabeth Weber, an orthopedic surgeon specializing in orthopedic trauma and limb
lengthening for disabled children at Gillette
Children’s Specialty Healthcare will discuss
high reliability standards and their importance in making our flying safer.
Libby served as a U.S. Air Force pilot and
flight instructor and flew more than 50 combat missions during the Persian Gulf conflict. She is a combat-decorated veteran, who received numerous awards and distinctions during her military service. When I first asked Libby if she would speak about
her experience in the Air Force at one of our Chapter meetings, in her typical humbleness, she replied that she didn’t think her Air Force experiences were that exciting. I
assured her that we are easy to entertain when it comes to aviation stories. (This was
before I found out that she had flown more than 50 combat missions). She is a terrific
speaker and asked if it would be ok if she brought her husband and step-daughter who
is on Spring break from school in Connecticut. We are in for a real treat.
Bring some food or a beverage to share to the Chapter meeting. Next time you are at
the grocery store, pick up an extra package of: pre-cooked brats, hot dogs, hamburgers, condiments, deli salads, beans, chili, chips, cookies, plastic utensils, paper plates,
cups and paper towels.
For our May Chapter meeting, Jeffrey S. Sheridan, Attorney, pilot and Commemorative Air Force member will talk on the subject of alcohol and your pilot’s license. I
would also like to have an open forum on aviation legislative issues and the legal issues associated with owning and flying an airplane. With the Federal and State Governments looking for revenue and spending cuts, General Aviation has already become
a target for both.
We all need to do our homework and become active in protecting our interests. I am
asking members to pick a topic, do some research on it and share with us what you
learned. It could be relating to closing control towers, user fees, Class III Medical,
Pilots Bill of Rights, Bi-Annual Reviews – Special Emphasis Evaluation Designee
Inspection (SEED), Alternatives to AvGas, Next Gen, Free Fuel for Eagle Flights, you
may know about others. Send me an e-mail regarding a topic you are willing to research and tell us about.
Saturday, May 18, 2013, is going to be a huge day at Airlake. First of all, it is Ch. 25
Young Eagles event day. It is also Girls Aviation Day where the Airlake FBO, the
Minnesota 99’s and other groups, including Chapter 25, are sponsoring this event to
encouraging girls to learn about aviation by providing information about aviation and offering free airplane rides for
(Continued on page 8)
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This Month: Wed Evening Apr 17th—BSAEC at Airlake
Grill on at 6pm, Meeting starts at 7pm
Please bring something to share: pre-cooked brats, hot dogs, hamburgers,
condiments, deli salads, beans, chili, chips, cookies, plastic utensils, paper
plates, cups and napkins.

Program: Dr. Elizabeth Weber, an orthopedic surgeon specializing in orthopedic
trauma and limb lengthening for disabled children at Gillette Children’s Specialty
Healthcare will discuss high reliability standards and their importance in making our
flying safer.
Saturday April 20th Young Eagles at Airlake, 9 am.
To volunteer to help with young eagles, contact Bill Brown: 952-432-4231
Saturday April 20th — Dale Johnson induction into MN Aviation Hall of
Fame. The banquet will be held at the Ramada Mall of America, 2300 American
Blvd in Bloomington, just north of the Mall of America. Social hour at 4:45pm, banquet seating at 6:15pm. Contact Pete Gavin 612-866-6676.

Runway

Directions to BSAEC (Chapter Hangar at Airlake): South on I-35 to Hwy

70 (Megastop), then East to Hamburg Ave (3rd stop sign.) Right turn and South to airport perimeter road. Left on airport perimeter road then right on Hotel or India Lane. If the surface is firm, please park on space between hangars.

EAA Chapter 25 Meeting Minutes
March 20, 2013
Presiding Officer: Kim Johnson
Location: Bert Sisler Aviation Education Center
at Airlake Airport

Mike Tompos talked about Eagle Flights.

Business Meeting Discussions
Lou Martin led the Pledge of Allegiance.

Pat Hoyt said that there is a picture of his completed plane in
EAA Sport Aviation .

Kim Johnson asked for a moment of silence to remember our
military.

Dr Gary Rene is in an article in EAA Sport Aviation about
his Celerity plane.

Kim Johnson asked people to remember Jeff Johnson who
passed away in July 2012, there was a notice in the March
newsletter. Kim also asked to remember Pat Halligan with his
surgery. Mamie Singleton asked people to remember Major
Joseph Gomer in Duluth in the Lake Shore Home, people can
call him.

Kim Johnson said that Bob Foster has his plane for sale.

Greg Cardinal gave a project update on the Pietenpol.
Kim Johnson announced that the Minnesota Aviation Hall of
Fame will be inducting Dale Johnson into the Hall of Fame
on Saturday April 20th, 2013. It starts at 4:45 pm.

Harvey Havir showed a demonstration that he used on his
RV12 for the propeller. He uses a digital level with a tripod
mount.
Kim Johnson said Brian Weber is
at Stanton Airport.

Kim Johnson thanked Matt Born for being Food Coordinator
today.
The Treasurer’s report shows a cash balance of $12,051.46 as
of 3-19-13.

(Continued on page 7)

Final Approach Trivia Quiz
from John Schmidt

Kim had guests come up and introduce themselves. A guest
was Jim Pearsall from Chapter 54.

In the face of jet-powered aircraft designs by the
Axis powers (think the jet-powered Me-262), what did
North American Aviation engineers do to modify the P-51
to make it faster?

Kris Olson said the Treasurer’s report is on the sign-in clip
board. There are hats size Large Extra Large for sale. There
are membership forms and name tag information available.

Answer on page 7

John Koser said they flew 29 kids at Young Eagles on Saturday March 16th.
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“Dowding’s Few”

knew Germany’s bombers could strike anywhere and anytime. Dowding also knew that the German fighter escort, the
fuel injected Messchhmidt, only had enough fuel for around
10 minutes over southern Britain. It was here over southern
England’s green fields, and the cold and unwelcoming waters
between England and France, the forthcoming battle would
be won or lost.

(From Page 1)

national pride, the under-resourced Royal Air Force was the
only real hope for victory. Hitler knew that no military
commander could attempt an assault on England without
having command of the skies. The finishing touch of Hitler’s plan for the invasion of Britain was called “Operation
Sealion”. Germany’s invincible air force, the Luftwaffe,
planned for the next victory.

What Dowding understood…
If the RAF were to stand any chance of survival, they had to
locate the invading enemy aircraft as soon, and just as importantly, as accurately as possible. They also had to coordinate
their limited resources in the most efficient way. As
Dowding said to the War cabinet early in 1940, “If we could
just hold out till autumn, the weather and changing sea conditions in the channel would make it difficult for Hitler’s armies to cross the channel in their calm water barges to invade.” Dowding, as well as Hitler knew, “Operation sealion”
would have to be postponed.

Churchill prepares his nation for the Battle of Britain to
come…
“What General Weygand
called the Battle of France
is over. I expect the Battle
of Britain is about to begin.
Upon it depends the survival
of Christian civilization.
Upon it depends our own
British life and the long
continuity of our institutions and our Empire. The
whole fury and might of the
enemy must very soon be
turned on us now. Hitler
knows he will have to break
us in this island or lose the war. If we can stand up to him,
all Europe may be free and the life of the world may move
forward into broad, sunlit uplands. But if we fail, than the
whole world, including the United States, including all that
we have known and cared for, will sink into the abyss of a
new dark age, made more sinister, and perhaps more protracted, by the lights of perverted science. Let us therefore
brace ourselves to our duties, and so bear ourselves that, if
the British Empire and its Commonwealth last for a thousand years, men will still say, “This was their finest
hour” (Sir Winston Churchill-May 13th, 1940)”

Britain’s ace card…
Britain had a secret weapon which gave Air-Vice Marshall,
Keith Park of 11 Group, and Air-Vice Marshall Trafford
Leigh-Mallory of 12 Group, a good chance of detecting the
raiding enemy as they crossed the channel. This would give
them enough time for the fighter pilots to scramble and be at
altitude to intercept and have an upper-hand in air combat.
The RAF’s ace card, Dowding’s advanced sophisticated radar
system, was codenamed “Chain Home”. Chain Home was a
ring of coastal early warning radar stations built by the British before and during the Second World War. In each of these
centers, was a room with a large table that contained a gridlined map drawn on it showing the group and sector boundaries and their airfields. (See photo below). Hostile raids were
plotted by the Women’s Auxiliary Air Force’s (WAAF) who
worked in three shifts of about ten each. These women were
known as the “Beauty Chorus”, coined by the RAF’s fighter
pilots.
(Continued on page 5)

Strength of Battle…
The Luftwaffe had 1,380 bomber aircraft, 428 dive bombers, 569 reconnaissance aircraft, 1,107 single-seat fighters,
357 two-seater fighters and 233 coastal seaplanes. This gave
Reichsmarschall Hermann Goring, Hitler’s right-hand man
and Luftwaffe leader, a sum total of 4,074 aircraft. The
Royal Air Force, on the other hand, had only 754 singleseater fighters, 149 two-seat fighters, 560 bombers, no dive
bombers or dedicated reconnaissance aircraft and 500
coastal aircraft. For Britain, this was a total of 1,963 aircraft
to stave off the German assault. This gave Germany’s air
resources a 2:1 advantage. Air Chief Marshal Hugh
Dowding, the Commander-in-Chief of Fighter Command,
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“Dowding’s Few”
(From Page 4)

The defenders and the assaulters…
Across airfields on both sides of the channel, young men and
women prepared to fight. For the German pilots and crews, it
was business as usual. The Luftwaffe had already destroyed
every other air force in Europe. The conquest of the RAF was
next.
As June turned into July, attempts were being made to get the
already battle scarred RAF up to strength. Aircraft production was increased. Pilots from Australia, Ireland, Canada,
the USA (through Canada), South Africa, New Zealand and
refugees and exiles from nations in Europe, for example, Poland and Czechoslovakia, also joined the fight. What couldn’t
be replaced was combat experience. Another ace card
Dowding possessed in his battle arsenal was R.J. Mitchell’s
Supermarine Spitfire. Sydney Camm’s Hurricane’s moment
of glory was to be tragically short. However, she was very
good and reliable. Her time in the limelight was to be cut brutally short by the appearance on stage of a real glamor-puss:
A lady of such refinement and curvaceous beauty and class,
that she instantly seduced every young man who climbed into
her cockpit. She had such charisma that the public as a whole
just stopped and stared every time that she passed. They still
do.

crossing. This left them low on fuel to fight. Dowding had
many satellite airfields to move his precious fighters around.
Even Goring’s reconnaissance flights were not sure where the
fighters were re-located. Goring’s second mistake, was to
insist that his fighters stick close and fly slowly and tight to
his bombers as escort. This protection prevented his top
fighters from engaging the British fighters. For the German
fighter to engage in combat with low fuel, meant ditching in
the channel on the way home. Park ordered massive repair
crews to patch up bomb crators throughout the summer, allowing airfields to be back up and operational within 24
hours.

If the allied pilots were to reach the bombers before they attacked their targets, a quick response was vital. The battle of
Britain escalated rapidly from small scale attacks of shipping
in the channel, starting officially on the 10th July 1940. Hitler’s Goring soon realized that in order to dominate the skies
over England, his pilots had to destroy the RAF. He also realized that his dive bombers had to destroy Britain’s radar network and airfields.

While broken aircraft were being repaired, and the destroyed
were being replaced, experienced pilots were not. It was a
brutal war of attrition. The fighter pilots were frightened
young men in their cockpits, dueling to the death over the
English countryside and English Channel. They knew full
well, if they were hit, it meant bailing out. They were afraid
of the frigid waters of the Channel. It could be death by hypothermia or by drowning if not rescued.

Just when “Chain Home” was almost on its knees, Goring let
loose his bombers to attack vital airfields and airfield facilities
around London and Southern England. This was his first mistake. As the bomber escorts, the Me109’s and the FW 110’s
had only a few minutes of fuel remaining after the channel

The Blitz

Pilots of the 611 Squadron, Royal Air Force

The events following led to Germany’s third mistake: One
cloudy night, late in August, a small target misjudgment was
made by an RAF bomber over Berlin. One garden shed was
leveled, and two civilians were injured. Hitler was furious for
the attack on his beloved capital. He now demanded the German Air Force take their attention away from the RAF’s airfields to adopt a full scale bombing offensive against London
and England’s other major cities. It was the beginnings of the
blitz.

Chain Home Radar masts. By the
outbreak of war in
September 1939
there were 21 operational Chain
Home stations.

As a result of the bombing of London, huge fires in and
around the London docks erupted, the fires were visible for
over 80 miles. Night after night of relentless raids tormented
the English people.
Unfortu- (Continued on page 6)
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“Dowding’s Few”
Continued from page 5

nately for Hitler, the will, morale and the spirit of the English
remained resolute. Ultimately because of the bombing, the
tired and weary RAF pilots, ground crews and Chain Home
plotters had some breathing space and time to recover from
exhaustion.
The tide began to turn. The RAF saw the opportunity to reequip its squadrons. Aircraft production was running 24 hours
a day, and rolled off the assembly line at an astonishing rate.
Defense tactics and technologies were improving. More and
more new pilots were becoming operational. Pleasingly, the
life expectance of the fighter pilot was getting better all the
time. Were the invasion to have taken place in 1940, the Luftwaffe would have had to defeat the RAF by the middle of September at the latest. On the 15th of September, England’s skies
were blackened by over 200 German bombers, accompanied
by over 400 Me109’s. This was Germany’s supreme effort to
finally sweep the RAF from the skies. This was also England’s finest hour. By the end of the day there were only 29
British aircraft destroyed. The fields of southern England
were littered by the wreckage and bodies of the German Luftwaffe.

The Blitz: This photo I've always admired. It's a great example
of showing how the will, the spirit and the morale of the Londoner's couldn't be broken. You will see the library remained
open.

In conclusion
Britain remained free from Nazi aggression, and by no small
part, by the heroic handful of fearless airman of the RAF
who fought bravely to free England from Nazi domination.
The “Battle of Britain Day” is still celebrated annually, to
this day, throughout the British Commonwealth.
“…Never in the field of human conflict, was so much
owed, by so many, to so few...”
(Churchill, August, 1940)

Hitler’s realization
It was now clear to Hitler that his beloved Luftwaffe had failed
to gain air superiority. On 17th September, 1940, 10 weeks
following the initial assault, he postponed his plans to invade
Britain indefinitely. His attention was now focused on the
invasion of the Soviet Union, although the Luftwaffe continued to bomb Britain until the end of the war, with little effect.

Aircraft of the battle…
The Defenders

The Attackers

The Hawker Hurricane

The Messerschmitt Bf109

Losses

The Supermarine Spitfire

The Messerschmitt Bf110

It’s difficult to establish an exact figure of how many aircraft
were shot down during the Battle of Britain, partly because
both sides tended to exaggerate their successes and downplay
their losses. However, it’s estimated that between the 10th July
and the end of October 1940, the RAF lost around 1,023 aircraft while the Luftwaffe lost 1,887.

The Boulton Paul Defiant

The Junkers Ju87

The Bristol Blenheim

The Junkers Ju88
The Heinkel He111
The Dornier Do17
and Do215

Hurricane
Mk I
(R4118),
which
fought in
the Battle of
Britain

ME 109
Downed
in the
Battle of
Britain
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Red Wing Soaring Association

Stuff for Sale/Wanted

Scenic Demonstration Rides and Memberships Available!
No prior aviation experience required
FAA Certified Flight Instructors

Hanger for rent: Flying Cloud, cement block structure, south facing door,
$240.00/month. Contact Mark Kolesar, 763.656.8374 or kolesar.mark@gmail.com

Located at Hangar H-1
L.O.SimenstadAirportOsceolaWI
Phone: 651-653-1631
Email: info@rwsa.org
Website: www.rwsa.org

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Wanted: Your dusty old VFR instruments for my Pietenpol project. Please
contact Ned Lebens 952-567-3329 or nlebens@gmail.com
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Hangar Space: Heated hangar space available at Crystal, good lighting, and
bathroom. Home builders welcome. Have lots of tools available for use. “Free
welding if needed”. Call 763-494-6993, leave message if no answer.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

For Sale: Ellison EFS-2 Throttle Body Injector
don schlais <d.schlais@hotmail.com> 763-479-8228
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

From Peter Denny: A friend of mine in Atlanta is very ill and he has to sell his
Cherokee 140. Please draw this to the attention of the membership.

http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/1975-Piper-Cherokee-PA-28-140-w150-hp-engine-/300790995248?
pt=Motors_Aircraft&hash=item46088a5930
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Answer to Final Approach Quiz
(See page 3)
They added rocket-power to the P-51. To meet the immediate and urgent needs of the European theatre, every effort was made to develop
various devices, adaptable to fighter airplanes then in service, to provide “flash performance”—momentary performance greatly superior
to that afforded by existing war emergency power ratings.
The first installation (P-51 airplane no. 44-73099) was ground-fired in
California about a month before the end of the war with Germany; the
second (P-51 airplane no. 44-74050) about two months later. Both
were standard production airplanes except for the rocket installation.
Although the original need ceased to exist when Germany collapsed,
this work was continued with a view of using jet-assisted fighters
against the Japanese kamikaze, and in particular, against the rocketpropelled Japanese Baka. The airplanes never saw combat.

March Minutes

(Continued from page 3)

Jim Ladwig said he has 2010-2011 Minnesota Airport Directories, see him if you want one.
Kim Johnson gave information about upcoming Chapter meetings. For the May meeting, Jeffrey Sheriden, Attorney, will
speak about Aviation Legal issues and Aviation Legislative issues. For the June meeting the Twin Cities RV Builders will fly
in and talk.
Program
Member Paul Randall gave a presentation on Pipistrel and powered motor gliders.
Submitted by Kris Olson
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Chapter Events

Apple Ford Shakopee

800-737-0489

Apple Valley Ford Lincoln Mercury 800-737-0481

Apr 17th Chapter Mtg at BSAEC, 6 pm
(see page 3 for map & directions)
Apr 20th Young Eagles at Airlake
Apr 20th Dale Johnson induction into
MN Aviation Hall of Fame (see p. 3)
Future meetings 5/15, 6/19, 7/17, 8/21,

One Low Price.

Check out the
2013 Ford Edge

Plain and simple.
Always!

9/18, 10/16, 11/20, 1/15, 2/19, 3/19, 4/16

“Say Intentions”

Continued from page 2

girls at the Airlake FBO. In addition, the Viking Chapter of the
Antique Motorcycle Club is going to have a vintage motorcycle
ride-in to BSAEC. So, along with an airplane ride, kids will have
the opportunity to ride around Airlake grounds on a vintage motorcycle. On top of that, the AirSpace Minnesota is sponsoring an International Learn to Fly Day with a participant fly-in to Airlake.
AirSpace Minnesota sponsored Minnesota’s first annual Aerospace
& Aviation Week last September and is using this event to raise
awareness about a regional Air & Space Center they have plans to
build on Ft. Snelling property.
For our June 19, 2013, meeting, the RV builder’s group is planning
a flying in to BSAEC. We have exciting activities the 3 months
and we look forward to seeing you at each.
If you have not subscribed to the Ch. 25 Yahoo Group site please
do so. It is our best way to communicate with you between meetings. You can subscribe to it by clicking on this link, or pasting it
in your internet browser’s URL address bar :
http://
groups.yahoo.com/group/chapter25/. You can also subscribe on
our Chapter 25 website: http://www.eaa25.org/. It is important that
you all subscribe.

CONTINENTAL
LYCOMING

Bolduc Aviation
Specialized Services, Inc.
ANOKA COUNTY AIRPORT
8891 AIRPORT ROAD
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55449

DARRELL E. BOLDUC
PRESIDENT

(763) 780-1185

“SPECIALIZING IN ENGINE REBUILDING AND REPAIR”

Every Wednesday evening that there is not a Chapter meeting, there
is a Chapter 25 Pietenpol building project in which you can participate. We start at 6:00 pm at Dale Johnson’s workshop in Burnsville. Come and we’ll give you a task to do in the building of a
Pietenpol. Find a Piet builder to talk to if you have questions about
this.
Want a way to get involved in Chapter 25 activities? Participation
is fulfilling. I am recruiting a food superintendent, newsletter writers, BSAEC Hangar Committee members and a librarian. Come
and talk to me about it or call or e-mail me. We will work it so that
you can participate at your own level of availability.
“The word 'listen' contains the same letters as
the word 'silent."
--Alfred Brendel, Austrian pianist

New
Richmond
Insurance
Agency, Inc.

Bruce Bottolfson

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Aircraft and Hangar Insurance

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Looking forward to seeing you at the meeting!

PO Box 367
1225 N. Knowles Ave.
New Richmond, WI 54017
Phone: 800-747-1619
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www.newrichmond-insurance.com

